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It is September 17, 1631. The Count 
of Tilly fi nds himself facing both 
the Swedish and Saxon Armies 
about fi ve miles from the city of 
Leipzig. The battlefi eld is located 
along the crossroads of three vil-
lages, Podelwitz, Seehausen and 
Breitenfeld. The Protestant   Coaltion  
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Breitenfeld: Lion of the North

forces are led by King of Sweden, 
Gustavus Adolphus, and Prince John 
George I, the Elector of Saxony.

The game is set up somewhat histori-
cally but the fi rst player will be deter-
mined by die roll. The Pike and Shot 
series has rules for Loose Shotte units 
which may be separated from pike 
formations. There are also special rules 
for cavalry types. The game is ten turns 
long with the potential for fog condi-
tions to come and go. Turn one opens 
at 12:00 noon and the result is fog. 

The presence of fog on the battlefi eld 
will reduce the effectiveness of artillery 
fi re from both sides. Additionally, fi re 
from other units will be weakened 
and there will be no charge or 
pursuit combat allowed. Here is 
a photo of the opening set up.

Turn One 12:00 Fog

The Protestant Armies obtain the 
initiative and will play fi rst. General 
Baner has the Swedish Right Wing and 
begins an advance despite the poor 
visibility. The rest of the Swedish Army 
holds back while its concentrates on 
fi ring the artillery. The cannon fi re is 
at long range and due to the fog, the 
Reduced Column is used on the CRT. 
Nothing hits and there is no damage 
to the Imperial forces. Perhaps this 
will embolden Tilly? The Saxon’s 
also commence with artillery fi re, 
again, yielding little if any effect. 

Imperial Turn 

During the Imperial turn, General 
Pappenheim, controlling the Left 
Wing  drives his formation into contact 
with Baner’s Cavalry. Piccolomini 
and Bernstein’s Cuirassier Regiments 
exchange fi re with Stenbach and 
Smaland’s Curiassier formations. 
Due to the fog, fi re is resolved on 
the Reduced Fire Column. Still, the 
Swedish horseman become disordered. 

In the center, the Count of Tilly holds 
his foot soldiers back and proceeds 
with artillery fi re. The Imperial artillery 
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has no effect at all against the Swedes 
and Saxons. On the Catholic Right 
Wing, the Count of Furstenberg orders 
his cuirassier units to push toward the 
Saxon position and stop near the town 
of Gobschewitz. These forces are not in 
range to attack  yet. Both sides desire 
to turn a flank rather than advance 
head long into enemy artillery fire.

Turn Two 12:30 Fog

The battlefield continues with fog cov-
ering and its effects last for the dura-
tion of game turn two. General Baner 
makes contact with Pappenheim’s 
Wing. Baner’s Loose Shotte and 
cuirassier units fire at Pappenheim’s 
Wing without effect. Lt Col. Aderkas’ 
Latvian Cavalry attempts melee with 
the Strozzi Imperial Cuirassier, but this 
attack fails and the Latvian Cuirassier 
unit retreats. Colonel Wunsch’s 2nd 
Squadron survives reaction fire and 
enters combat with the Neusächsisch 
Imperial Cuirassier. This leaves 
the defender in disorder. Then the 
Ostergotand Horsemen are hit with 
reaction fire and these too become 
disordered. During melee the unit 
retreats. Another attack on the flank 
is more successful. The Vastergotland 
Horsemen, led by Colonel Soop, engage 

with the Trèka Imperial Cuirassier. The 
Imperial forces retreat in disorder. 

The Swedish field pieces have 
some success this time and this 
leaves Wrangler’s Imperial Infantry 
disordered. The Saxon Army’s siege 
pieces also hit Golstein-Hottorp’s  
Infantry which suffers disorder. 

Imperial Turn 

Now it is the Imperial Army’s part of 
the turn. General Pappenheim’s Left 
Wing is holding its own although it 
appears to be outnumbered by General 
Baner’s Cuirassier formations. Count 
Tilly remains static in the center, 
employing his artillery placements. 
The Right Wing under Furstenberg 
makes contact with the Saxon Army. 

The Imperial artillery has some 
effect this time. Marshal Arnim’s 
Leibgarde Cuirassier Regiment is 
hit and suffers disorder. Marshal 
Horn’s Cuirassier Regiment is also 
pummeled by artillery fire. The rest 
of the artillery fire has no effect.

The Treka Imperial Cuirassier recov-
ers from disorder as Pappenheim 
presses the attack. As a result, Baner’s 

Loose Shotte is forced to retreat 
after engaging with Piccolomini’s 
Cuirassier. Colonel Soop retreats 
after being attacked by Colonel 
Rangoni’s Imperial Cuirassier.

On the Imperial Right Wing, the Count 
of Furstenberg strikes the Saxon 
Army. Colonel Loser’s Squadron is hit 
first and suffers disorder. The rest of 
the fight is uneventful. The Saxons 
heavily outnumber the Imperial 
Right Wing, but they are relatively 
weak and untrained forces. 

Turn Three 1:00 Fog

The Protestant player looks at the 
battlefield and decides to try to break 
the Imperial Army’s Left Wing. General 
Baner’s Loose Shotte units fire with 
little effect against Pappenheim’s 
cuirassiers. However, the German 
Blue Regiment has wandered onto the 
right wing and attacks the Piccolomini 
Imperial Cuirassier. This is a veteran 
unit and it is forced to retreat. 

In the Center, the Swedes advance in 
an attempt to place their light field 
guns within range of the Imperial 
Army. The larger guns also fire but 
this has no effect on the enemy 
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position. At this point, the Swedish 
Army holds back, waiting for an 
opportunity to hit a broken flank. 

Prince John George’s Saxon Army is 
holding up fairly well on the Left Wing. 
The artillery continues to fire on the 
advancing cavalry led by General 
Count Egon VII. The fire is at close 
range but it yields no effect. (Rolling 
sixes on the die!) Marshal Arnim man-
ages to reform his cuirassier regiment. 

Imperial Turn

The Imperial player needs to give atten-
tion to Pappenheim’s Left Wing. The 
disordered units fall back to where they 
can reform,. Then Colonel Rangoni 
leads his Imperial Cuirassier Regiment 
into melee with Swedish 1st Squadron. 
The defenders rout and leave another 
of Baner’s cuirassier regiments disor-
dered. Most of Pappenheim’s cuirassier 
formations reorganize themselves. 

In the Center, the Imperial artillery 
resumes its fire. This is largely 
ineffective due to the poor visibility. 
General Teuffel’s Yellow Brigade does 
suffer a disordered result though. 
None of the Imperial units in the 
center are able to recover their order. 

The Imperial Right Wing makes 
another attempt to break through 
the Saxon Army. Wengersky’s 
Imperial Cuirassier is in the village of 
Gobschewitz. The colonel tries to bring 
Anhalt’s Squadron to battle. This forces 
the Saxon horsemen to retreat. The rest 
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of the attacks yield a mix or results and 
the Saxon flank is beginning to look 
unstable. Both sides suffer disordered 
results. The Saxon formations have 
poor recovery ratings, which makes it 
difficult to get them back into action. 

Turn Four 2:30 Fog

I notice that the time has jumped up 
an hour and a half rather than the 
usual half hour. Is that a typo? Oh 
well. General Baner’s Wing continues 
to strike at Pappenheim’s flank in 
order to obtain a breakthrough. 
Several units perform fire against 
Rangoni’s Cuirassier Regiment. 
Then General Tott’s Finnish Light 
Cavalry strikes with close combat. 
This finally forces Rangoni to retreat. 
Most of Baner’s cavalry recover.

Then in the Center, the Swedish 
forces use artillery to fire on the 
Imperial Center. The light artillery 
is fairly successful and leaves a 
number of Imperial infantry units 
in disorder. The Yellow Brigade also 
recovers to good order. Gustavus is 
still being cautious in the center. 

The Saxons use their artillery to fire 
on the Imperial Army’s Right Wing. 
As a result, Baumgarten’s League 
Cuirassier succumbs to retreat. 
Both Anhalt and Loser’s Cuirassier 

Squadrons manage recovery (rolled 
ones!) That was quite unlikely. 

Imperial Turn

The Imperial player decides to 
attack on both wings again. General 
Pappenheim makes a bold move 
against Baner’s Flank. Both of 
Baner’s Loose Shotte units are hit and 
consequently retreat. The rest of the 

combat is uninspired. Pappenheim 
rallies Rangoni’s Cuirassier. 

On the Imperial Right Wing, the Count 
of Furstenberg  makes another attempt 
to break the Saxon Army. Count Egon 
is somewhat successful, but most 
of his wing is disordered from the 
melee. The Saxon Army is weakened. 
Several Imperial units recover.

In the Center, Count Tilly uses his 
artillery to weakened the Swedish 
Army’s center. The Imperial Artillery 
has only mixed results. A couple of 
the Swedish Army Regiments are 
left in disorder, but that is it. Some of 
the cuirassier squadrons recover.

Turn Five 3:00 Fog

This is remarkable! Five consecutive 
turns of fog. On the Protestant Left 
Wing, the Saxon Army attempts a 
limited counterattack against the 
disordered Imperial cavalry. Fire 
from the Saxon artillery pieces has no 
effect. The fire combat leaves a few 
Imperial units disrupted. Then Arnim’s 
Cuirassier strikes Baumgarten’s 
Imperial Cuirassier, which retreats. 
General Bindauf’s Regiment recovers 
as does Klitzing’s Infantry Regiment. 
That is about all that happens here.
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In the Center, Gustavus has inched 
forward. He decides to use his 
artillery again, despite the poor 
visibility. Tortensson’s Field Pieces 
have some success. Count Tilly’s 
League Infantry suffers disorder 
as a result. Furstenberg’s Imperial 
Infantry also suffers disorder and 
then retreats. Finally the Gallas 
Imperial Infantry enters disorder. 

On the Protestant Right Wing, General 
Baner tries to exploit the situation. 
The Loose Shotte unit manages to 
hit the Strozzi Imperial Cuirassier, 
which becomes disordered. Then some 
of the Swedish battalions from the 
center attack. General Winckel’s Blue 
Brigade strikes and causes Strozzi to 
rout. The rest of the fire is ineffective. 

Imperial Turn 

Now Count Tilly has to perform some 
damage control. Both of his wings are 
a bit out of control. On the Left Wing, 
Pappenheim’s cavalry tries to take 
some shots at the enemy. This is largely 
ineffective. Again the poor visibility 
is not helping. Rangoni’s Imperial 
Cuirassier suffers a disordered result. 
Meanwhile, Strozzi’s Cuirassier rallies. 

In the Center, Tilly orders the artil-
lery to barrage the Swedish lines. 
The cannon fire does very little, but 
one blast does manage to leave the 
Rosen Infantry Regiment in disorder. 

Furstenberg and Tilly’s Infantry 
manage to recover from disorder. 
The rest of the units do not.

The Count of Furstenberg is still 
engaged with the Saxon Army. The 
Cronberg League Cuirassier attacks the 
Volfersdorf Household Foot Infantry. 
This unit becomes disordered and then 
Colonel von Wolfersdorf, decides to 
retreat. Colonel Wengersly’s Cuirassier 
attacks a Saxon detachment of Loose 
Shotte, which consequently routs away. 

Turn Six 3:30 Clear 

This is the first game turn with no 
effects from the fog. General Baner 
attacks Pappenheim’s Left Wing 
again. The Blue Brigade manages 
some effective fire against General 
Piccolomini’s Cuirassier. Colonel 
Soop’s Horsemen attack Rangoni’s 
Imperial Cuirassier. The Imperial 
cavalry is routed. The rest of the 
attack leaves Bernstein and Merode-
Waroux’s Cuirassier formations in 
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disorder. However, none of General 
Baner’s units recover from disorder. 

In the Center, the Swedish artillery 
fires effectively, leaving some of 
the Imperial infantry units in 
disorder. There is still no all out 
attack in the center as the flanks 
are continuing to hold up. Several 
disrupted units in the Swedish Center 
manage to recover to good order. 

The Saxon Army is in trouble, but the 
Imperial cavalry on that flank is not 
in great shape either. First, the Saxon 
infantry tries to make a move against 
the Cronberg Cuirassier. The Bose 
Household Foot moves into position. 
The Starschedel Infantry also moves 
in. Amongst the fire, the Imperial 
cavalry unit is disordered. Otherwise 
this is uneventful. The Saxon artillery 
is also fired but has no effect. Then 
one unit manages to recover. It is 
Anhalt’s Cuirassier Squadron. 

Imperial Turn

Now the Imperial player moves. 
On the left, Pappenheim presses 
into Baner’s position, while pull-
ing back units that have suffered 
disorder. Most of Pappenheim’s 
units recover. Meanwhile, Colonel 
Soop’s Cuirassier is routed. 

The Imperial artillery fires on the 
Swedes’ Center. This is not terribly 
effective, although the Rosen Infantry 
Regiment is sent running for cover. On 
the Imperial Right Wing, attention is 
focused on the Saxon Army. Artillery 
fire disorders one of Arnim’s cavalry 
squadrons. Wengersky attacks Colonel 
Wolfersdorf’s Foot which routs away. 
Then the majority of General Count 
Egon’s cavalry recovers to good order. 

Turn Seven 4:00 Clear

On the Protestant Right Wing, General 
Baner has managed to surround 
Colonel Treka’s Imperial Cuirassier. 
Colonel Treka is hit by fire and then 
left disordered. Finally he is forced to 
retreat through an enemy unit and is 
eliminated. In the Center, the Swedish 
artillery hits Wangler’s Imperial 
Infantry, which leaves the formation 
disordered. On the left flank, the 
Saxon Army has managed to surround 
Wengersky’s Cuirassier. This unit is 
already disordered. Anhalt’s Cavalry 
goes in for the kill and the Imperial 
cuirassier unit is destroyed. One of 
Arnim’s Cavalry units recovers to 
good order. Overall, the Saxon Army 
is making a good showing today.

Imperial Turn

The Count of Furstenberg tries to 
break the Saxon Army again. The 
Baumgarten and Altsachsisch 
Cuirassier units strike the Saxon 
position. As a consequence 
Starschedel’s Infantry routs. Colonel 
Loser’s militia maintains its posi-
tion. Once again, General Count 
Egon fails to break through.

On the Imperial Left Wing, General 
Pappenheim decides to be aggressive. 
He launches an attack into Baner’s 
Cavalry. This causes the Smaland 
Horsemen to rout. Additionally, 
General Tott’s Finnish Lights suffer 
disorder.  Nonetheless, most of 
Pappenheim’s cavalry are disordered 
too and in contact with the Swedes. 

Finally, artillery fire from the Center 
disorders some of the Swedish 
position. The heavy artillery 
fires at the Saxon forces and this 
further weakens the position. 

Turn Eight 4:30 Clear

It has been a seesaw battle between 
General Baner and General 
Pappenheim’s respective Wings. 
Baner tries to inflict more dam-
age on the Imperial Left Wing. 
Baner’s Loose Shotte fires on the 
Neusachsich Cuirassier, which is 
already in disorder. It consequently 
routs through Bernstein’s Imperial 
Cuirassier, which in turn is routed. 
Then the Ostergotland Horse attacks 
General Piccolomini’s Cuirassier, 
which is already in disorder. The 
Imperial Cuirassier routs. At an 
adjacent location, Colonel Wunsch’s 
2nd Squadron attacks Colonel 
Merode-Waroux’s Cuirassier. This unit 
is already disordered. This Imperial 
cavalry also routs. There is not much 
left of Pappenheim’s Left Wing. 

In the center of the battlefield, the 
Swedish artillery is ineffective. Nothing 
is phased at all by the falling debris. 
There are still no infantry attacks here. 
The Saxon’s have held up well on the 
Left Wing, but these are in no position 
to attack Furstenberg’s Imperial forces. 
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Imperial Turn 

The Imperial Army seems to be losing 
the battle, but all is not lost yet. General 
Pappenheim attempts to reorganize 
his wing. These all stay comfortably 
apart from the Swedes. Count Tilly 
orders the Center to march toward 
the Swedish center. Then on the 
Right Wing, the Count of Furstenberg 
attacks the Saxon Army, again. For the 
most part, this attack is a failure. The 
Imperial cavalry remain in contact 
with the Saxons, but nothing gives 
way. On the positive side, one of the 
Saxon gun placements is captured. 

Turn Nine 5:00 Clear

General Baner attempts to recover his 
order on the Protestant Right Wing. 
There is no combat over there, but a 
number of cavalry units are restored 
to good order. The artillery in the 
Center fires at Tilly’s position, but 
this has no effect. The Scots Brigade 
rushes the Imperial lines and manages 
to capture some of the artillery in 
the center. Toward the Protestant 
left, General Baudissin’s Cuirassier 
Regiment charges the Croatian Isolano 
Light Horse. This unit attempts to 
flee in vain and it is destroyed. 

The Saxon Army is still on the 
battlefield and attempts to damage the 
Imperial Right Wing with fire. As noble 
as the effort is, it fails to damage the 
enemy at all. The Saxon commander 
strives to reorganize the disrupted 
troops. This is not easy as most of the 
units have a recovery factor of “one.” 

Imperial Turn 

The Imperials turn to the offensive. 
Although Pappenheim continues 
to stabilize his position, Count Tilly 
presses the center. Hand’s Brigade is 
overextended and has captured some 
Imperial artillery. Wangler’s Imperial 
Infantry attacks and drives Hand’s 
Brigade backward, recapturing the 
artillery pieces. Tilly’s forces make 
further attacks in the center. Colonel 
Geleen’s Infantry tries to take on the 
Yellow Brigade but is cut down by 
reaction fire. Then the unit becomes 
disordered. Tilly’s League Infantry 
tries to drive Teuffel’s Yellow Brigade 

back too. Tilly’s men are also stalled 
by reaction fire. During the melee, 
both sides suffer losses but the 
Imperial units are forced to retreat. 

On the Imperial Right Wing, the Saxon 
Army is on the verge of breaking. It has 
held most of the day though. Several 
units are compromised and these rout 
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leaving the army split into two. Will the 
Imperial Army be able to exploit this?

Turn Ten 5:30 Clear

This is the last turn of the game. The 
Swedish player continues with General 
Baner’s attack on the Imperial Left 
Wing. General Pappenheim falls back 
while holding his forces together. 
No units are lost but the Swedes are 
near to capturing Breitenfeld. 

In the Center, Gustavus Adolphus 
holds his position. He hasn’t really 
been able to engage Count Tilly in the 
center much at all. The artillery fi re 
has limited effect this time. Hand’s 
Brigade recovers from disorder. The 
Saxon Army on the Left Wing is in real 
trouble. As they barely hold back Count 
Egon’s formation, Marshal Horn’s 

cuirassier regiments swarm in from 
the Imperial rear area and manage 
to cut off a couple of units. If the day 
could be lengthened Baumgarten’s 
League Cuirassier would be destroyed. 

Imperial Turn

The Imperial player doesn’t have to 
worry about a next turn so he focuses 
on any opportunities to even things. 
Pappenheim has a defensive position 
set near Breitenfeld. Due to disorder, he 
is not able to generate any meaningful 
attacks. The Center is much more 
stable. Neither Army has made much 
progress against the other as the 
fl anks have held together acceptably. 
The Count of Furstenberg tries to 
make a few opportunistic attacks 
but this fails to yield any results. 

Closing 

As the battle comes to an end it looks 
as though the Swedes have carried 
the day. Gustavus Adolphus scores a 
Minor Victory. The Saxon Army has 
contained the Imperial Army’s attack 
on the Protestant Left Wing, which 
prevented Tilly’s efforts to outfl ank 
the center. On the other side, General 
Pappenheim managed to attack and to 
control Baner’s attacks just enough to 
hold the Imperial Left Wing together. 


